The STMA2019 social media campaign is your opportunity to contribute conversations, share ideas, and connect with fellow sports turf industry leaders. With your help, the impact will be monumental. We ask that you share information from this tool, using #STMA2019 and #FieldExperts. 

**GENERAL**

STMA is the professional organization for more than 5,000 dedicated sports turf professionals who manage outdoor sports fields worldwide.

**FIELD SAFETY**

Field safety is the No. 1 priority for all #SportsTurf managers. #STMA2019

**ACCESSIBILITY**

Is your facility environmentally certified? Apply for our Environmental Facility Certification today. #STMA2019

**CSFM’S**

Interested in becoming a @FieldExperts CSFM? Visit https://www.stma.org/environmental-facility-certification-program/ for more information and to apply following the conclusion of #STMA2019.

**SAFE**

#SAFE: The Foundation for Safer Athletic Fields for Everyone (SAFE) is @FieldExperts charitable arm! There will be multiple events to support SAFE at #STMA2019.

#DYK The Foundation for Safer Athletic Fields (SAFE) promotes safe playing surfaces! #STMA2019 @FieldExperts

**AWARDS & EDUCATIONAL TRACKS**

Triva: Who won the 2018 "Share & Strikes Contest" at #STMA2018?

What is your favorite @FieldExperts award? #STMA2019

What is your favorite @FieldExperts award? #STMA2019

**SUGGESTED POSTS BEFORE #STMA2019**

Click to tweet directly or copy-and-paste to other social channels.

**SUGGESTED POSTS AT #STMA2019, JAN. 22-25**

Click to tweet directly or copy-and-paste to other social channels.

---

**January 2 - January 25: #STMA2019 STEPS TO SUCCESS**

1. Share suggested posts below
2. Encourage friends to show support
3. Tag others throughout the month to get them involved